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Eliminates confusion
in the mind of a consumer
arising from thousands of
puzzling customer reviews

SMAARTPULSE FOR ECOMMERCE

Shortens purchase decision 
cycle time of consumer

by generating actionable insights for 
products by organizing tonnes of 

customer reviews
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ENIXTA POWERS...

+91 98492 70361

giri@enixta.com
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VOICE OR NOISE? HOW CAN YOUR CONSUMER MAKE SENSE OF IT ALL?

• Problem of plenty: Consumer is left alone 
to deal with gleaning through thousands of 
reviews

• Confusion due to individual comments 
related to different features not reflected in 
the composite customer review rating



ENIXTA SMAARTPULSE MEANS LESS CONFUSED CONSUMER!
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SMAARTPULSE: Empowering customers to make informed 
decisions by helping them read appropriate portion of the 
review that they deeply care about

Impact and Benefits
• 4X improvement in Customer Engagement
• 30% improvement in Conversion Rate
• 30% reduction in Returns

ENIXTA uses Multi-aspect Sentiment Analysis  (MASI) 
approach to extract
• Sentiment Analysis of the reviews identifying Emotions 

and Feelings 
• Quantitative insights like number of positive and 

negative reviews
• Aspects mentioned in the reviews, 
• Product scores more effective in taking decisive steps 

about a product



Customer reviews 
play a huge part in the 

data canvas

HOW WE FIT IN: ECOMMERCE 
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 Enixta’s vision to help Customers make 
the right buying decisions & enhance the 

customer experience on product 
offerings

Will help ‘take the friction out user 
experience’

SMAARTPULSE:
Ability to expand and cater to 
all various categories/brands/products

Uses Multi-aspect Sentiment Analysis approach to extract: 
○ Sentiment Analysis of the reviews identifying Emotions and Feelings, 
○ Quantitative insights like number of positive and negative reviews, 
○ Aspects mentioned in the reviews, 
○ Product scores, more effective in taking decisive steps about a product

Can evaluate cancellations and refunds:
○ Reduce losses through cancellations
○ Improve Customer Loyalty approaches to ensure

                       customer repetition and referrals

- Can process feedback on Seller Ratings 
 Can add more value by providing enhanced Customer Engagement
- Improve conversion
- Can provide Multilingual Support
- Works with popular languages like English, Spanish, French
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GLIMPSE OF HOW ENIXTA SMAARTPULSE WORKS
Your own

review data

Our own vault
Of review data

We have access to 
4 billion Untapped

reviews!

USER REVIEWS 
(Expert 

Reviews, 
Customer 
Reviews,

Social 
Reviews)

INPUT

Sentiment 
Analyzer

Pre-processing, 
Sentence 

Segmentation 
and 

Disambiguation

Classification,
Aggregation, 

Clustering

PROCESS INTERMEDIATE OUTPUT PROCESS

ENTITY ASPECT POLARITY

ENTITY ASPECT POLARITY

ENTITY ASPECT POLARITY

ENTITY ASPECT POLARITY

Multi Lingual
Support

French Spanish English

Real Treasure trove of Enixta 
-Enixta has invested in consolidating 
customer reviews from most well-known 
eCommerce sources

-Customers of Enixta benefit from the 
consumer insights from the intelligence of 
Enixta repository of reviews



ENIXTA currently works with 150 categories to drive higher customer engagement on portals

ENIXTA DELIVERS SCALE

New categories can be added in just a few days!

Categories
Processed

150/day

4.5 
Million

Reviews processed 
in a Single Day

85 %
Sentiment Analysis 

Accuracy

07
New Categories 

Onboarded in a Week
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Screenshot samples showcasing summary, emotion 
barometer and the multi aspect sentiment insights

APPENDIX



SCREENSHOT SAMPLE → 1

Product summary is auto-generated by 
our system using the review corpus 
and thus saving human effort

Based on Plutchik wheel of emotions. 
This has the ability to influence 
purchase decisions because users can 
relate to the other customers emotions 
and feelings on their experience of the 
product



SCREENSHOT SAMPLE → 2

Aspect wise scores by 
ENIXTA

Helps the consumers to read 
what they care about and 

help them in making 
purchasing decisions



SCREENSHOT SAMPLE → 3

Aspect wise scores by 
Enixta 

Help the consumers to read 
they care about and help 

them in making purchasing 
decisions



SCREENSHOT SAMPLE → 4
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THANK YOU


